The origin of polarized emission from protoplanetary disks is uncertain. Three mechanisms have been proposed for such polarized emission: grain alignment with magnetic fields, grain alignment with radiation gradients, and self-scattering of thermal dust emission. Aiming to observationally identify the polarization mechanisms, we present ALMA polarization observations of the 0.87 mm dust continuum emission toward the circumstellar disk around HD 142527 with high spatial resolution. We confirm that the polarization vectors in the northern region are consistent with self-scattering. Furthermore, we show that the polarization vectors in the southern region are consistent with grain alignment by magnetic fields, although self-scattering cannot be ruled out. To understand the differences between the polarization mechanisms, we propose a simple grain size segregation model: small dust grains ( 100 microns) are dominant and aligned with magnetic fields in the southern region, and middle-sized (∼ 100 microns) grains in the upper layer emit self-scattered polarized emission in the northern region. The grain size near the middle plane in the northern region cannot be measured because the emission at 0.87 mm is optically thick. However, it can be speculated that larger dust grains ( cm) may accumulate near this plane. These results are consistent with those of a previous analysis of the disk, in which large grain accumulation and optically thick emission from the northern region were found. This model is also consistent with theories where smaller dust grains are aligned with magnetic fields. The magnetic fields are toroidal, at least in the southern region.
INTRODUCTION
In general, magnetic fields are believed to play an important role in grain alignment, which causes polarized dust emission in the interstellar medium (ISM) and star-forming regions such as molecular clouds and dense cores (see review by Lazarian 2003) . The processes of grain alignment with magnetic fields have been studied since the discovery of polarization by Hall (1949) ; Hiltner (1949) . Draine & Weingartner (1996 , 1997 showed that grains are aligned by radiation torques (RATs) with respect to the magnetic fields under anisotropic radiation fields, indicating that in addition to magnetic fields, RATs are important in the alignment of grains. As a result of the grain alignment, polarized emission can be observed with the polarization vectors perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic fields (Lazarian 2007; Andersson et al. 2015) . Therefore, dust polarization observations have been used to investigate the magnetic fields from molecular clouds to dense cores, protostars, and protostellar disks in various star forming regions (e.g., Rao et al. 1998; Lai et al. 2001; Girart et al. 2006; Rao et al. 2014; Cox et al. 2015; Segura-Cox et al. 2015; Hull et al. 2013 Hull et al. , 2014 Hull et al. , 2017 .
In contrast, the polarization mechanisms in protoplanetary disks are under debate. Three mechanisms have been proposed for the polarization of millimeter and submillimeter emission. They are different from those in the ISM since the size and opacity of dust grains in such disks are different from those in the ISM.
The two possible origins of dust polarization at millimeter and submillimeter wavelengths, namely magnetic grain alignment and radiative grain alignment, are related to the thermal emission of aligned dichroic grains (Cho & Lazarian 2007; Tazaki et al. 2017) . The long axis of dust grains tends to be perpendicular to magnetic fields in the former case, whereas it tends to be perpendicular to radiation gradients in the latter case. These two alignment processes compete with each other.
The first mechanism is grain alignment with magnetic fields. Cho & Lazarian (2007) performed synthetic polarization observations of protoplanetary disks assuming that dust grains are aligned with toroidal magnetic fields. They found that the polarization vectors point in radial directions due to the grain alignment with magnetic fields. Toroidal magnetic fields are thought to be amplified by magnetorotational instability (MRI) and are reproduced in numerical simulations of rotating disks (e.g., Brandenburg et al. 1995; Fromang & Nelson 2006; Hennebelle & Ciardi 2009; Davis et al. 2010; Bai & Stone 2013; Suzuki & Inutsuka 2014) .
The second mechanism is grain alignment with radiation gradients. Lazarian & Hoang (2007) found that millimeter-sized grains are more likely to be aligned with the direction of the radiation fields than with that of the magnetic fields due to their relatively slow Larmor precession in the latter. Tazaki et al. (2017) performed radiative transfer calculations of millimeter-wave polarization in protoplanetary disks by applying RAT theory, and found that grains larger than a few 10 µm are aligned with their short axis in the direction of the radiation fields rather than that of the magnetic fields. Therefore, the polarization vectors trace the direction of radiation anisotropy.
The third mechanism is the self-scattering theory proposed by Kataoka et al. (2015) . If dust grains are smaller than the observation wavelength, the scattering opacity is low but the polarization degree can be high, as expected in the Rayleigh scattering regime. In contrast, if dust grains are larger than the observation wavelength, the scattering opacity becomes high but the polarization degree is low. Therefore, the continuum emission is expected to be polarized appreciably only when the grain size is comparable to the observation wavelength (λ ∼ 2πa max , where λ is the observation wavelength and a max is the maximum grain size) and when the radiation is anisotropic. The importance of dust scattering was addressed by Yang et al. (2016a,b) ; Pohl et al. (2016) ; Kataoka et al. (2016a) .
We note that the grain alignment by mechanical torques may also be important as a fourth mechanism. The mechanical alignment occurs in dense regions where gas dynamics is more important than radiation (e.g., Gold 1952a,b) . Recent studies have shown the importance of mechanical grain alignment (Hoang et al. 2018 ). However, we focus here on the former three mechanisms (grain alignment with the magnetic fields, grain alignment with the radiation gradients, and self-scattering) which have been previously discussed for protoplanetary disks.
For observations, Hughes et al. (2009 Hughes et al. ( , 2013 tried to detect dust polarization from circumstellar disks using millimeter and submillimeter arrays, namely the Combined Array for Research in Millimeter-wave (CARMA) and the Submillimeter Array (SMA). However, they obtained an upper limit of only 1%. The first detection of polarization from T Tauri disks was performed by Stephens et al. (2014) , who observed 1.25 mm polarized emission from the HL Tau disk using CARMA and SMA, and found that the polarization vectors are aligned with the minor axis of the disk. They interpreted these results as indicating that the magnetic fields are coincident with the major axis of the disk, which is more consistent with toroidal fields than with poloidal fields, although it is inconsistent with simple toroidal magnetic fields.
However, Kataoka et al. (2016a); Yang et al. (2016a) have indicated that this polarization morphology can be explained by self-scattering rather than grain alignment with magnetic fields. Indeed, polarized emission from some other disks is likely from self-scattering rather than grain alignment with magnetic fields (e.g., ? Lee et al. 2018; Cox et al. 2018; Girart et al. 2018; Hull et al. 2018; Sadavoy et al. 2018; Harris et al. 2018) .
Recent Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) observations of HL Tau show a dependence of the polarization on wavelength (Kataoka et al. 2017; Stephens et al. 2017) . The polarization vectors lie in the azimuthal direction at a 3 mm wavelength, which is consistent with the radiative grain alignment theory, whereas they lie in the minor axis direction at a 0.87 mm wavelength, supporting self-scattering. These results indicate that the polarization mechanism depends on the observation wavelength.
In this study, we report new ALMA polarization observations toward the circumstellar disk around HD 142527 at 0.87 mm. The new observations have an angular resolution that is almost twice that used by Kataoka et al. (2016b, henceforth K16b) , who discovered a flip of the polarization, i.e., a change in the polarization vector directions from radial to azimuthal, around the disk outer edge. This flip of polarization vectors is consistent with the morphology expected with self-scattering due to a change in the direction of the thermal dust radiation flux. However, Tazaki et al. (2017) pointed out that the flip of the polarization vectors can also be explained by radiative grain alignment caused by a change in the direction of the radiative flux. In addition, the polarization vectors in the southern region point only in radial directions, which may be inconsistent with the polarization expected with self-scattering. Therefore, we aim to clarify the polarization mechanisms in the entire disk with the new higher spatial resolution data.
HD 142527 is a Herbig Ae star and is known to have a transitional disk, which has a cavity of dust emission (Strom et al. 1989; Calvet et al. 2002; Andrews et al. 2011) . The stellar mass was evaluated to be 2.2 M based on the evolutionary track on the HertzsprungRussell diagram (Verhoeff et al. 2011) . A companion with a mass of 0.1 − 0.4 M was found at about ∼ 15 au from the central star (Biller et al. 2012; Close et al. 2014; Rodigas et al. 2014; Lacour et al. 2016) . Here, we adopt the distance measured by Gaia, 156±7.5 pc (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016a,b) .
Using ALMA high spatial resolution observations, Casassus et al. (2013) ; Fukagawa et al. (2013) showed that the transitional disk of HD 142527 has a horseshoelike structure in the dust continuum emission. In particular, Casassus et al. (2015) have studied multifrequency observations of HD 142527, from 34 to 700 GHz and revealed that the optical depth distribution also shows the horseshoe-like structure as similar to the continuum intensity distribution. The peak region at wavelengths shorter than ∼ 1 mm are optically thick (τ 345GHz 2). Such lopsided dust disks are interpreted as grain accumulations by a dust trap in the continuum emission regions, which are formed by a gas large-scale vortex (Zhu & Stone 2014) that captures large dust particles (about a millimeter in size) due to azimuthal density gradients in the gas.
OBSERVATIONS
The 0.87 mm (= 870 µm) ALMA dust polarization observations were carried out on 2016 March 11 during its Cycle 3 operation and on 2017 May 21 during its Cycle 4 operation. The antenna configurations were C36-2/3 with 38 antennas and C40-5 with 45 antennas, respectively. A total of four spectral windows (spws) were set in the lower (2 spws) and upper (2 spws) sidebands, with 64 channels per spw and a 31.25 MHz channel width, providing a bandwidth of ∼ 7.5 GHz in total. The central frequencies in the spws were 336.5, 338.5, 348.5, and 350.5 GHz, respectively. The bandpass and gain calibrations were performed using observations of J1427-4206 and J1604-4441, respectively, and the polarization calibration was performed using observations of J1512-0905 and J1427-4206. The polarization calibrator was observed 3 − 4 times with ∼ 6 min integration time during each observation schedule for calibration of the instrumental polarization (D-terms), cross-hand delay, and cross-hand phase. The total integration times for the target were 73 min in Cycle 3 operation and 80 min in Cycle 4 operation. The data taken on 2016 March 11 were previously reported by K16b. The beam size was 0. 51 × 0. 44. The new delivered data taken on 2017 May 21 are reported in this paper for the first time. The resolution of these data is higher than that of previous observations. The reduction and calibration of the data were done with CASA version 4.5.3 (McMullin et al. 2007 ) in a standard manner. A detailed description of the data reduction is given by Nagai et al. (2016) .
All images were reconstructed using the CASA task tCLEAN, with Briggs weighting with a robust parameter of 0.5 by combining these data. The previous and new data were combined in the uv plane in the tCLEAN process. In addition, to improve the sensitivity and image fidelity, self-calibration for both phase and amplitude was performed. The beam size of the final product was 0. 27 × 0. 24, corresponding to a spatial resolution of ∼ 38 × 34 au at the assumed distance of 156 pc. An image with the highest spatial resolution using a robust parameter of −2 is shown in Appendix A.
Stokes Q and U components give the total polarized intensity P I = Q 2 + U 2 . Note that we ignore the Stokes V component in this study because it has not been well characterized for ALMA. The P I value has a positive bias because it is always a positive quantity. This bias has a particularly significant effect in low-signal-to-noise measurements. We thus debiased the polarized intensity map as described by Vaillancourt (2006) and Hull & Plambeck (2015) . The rms noise of the polarized intensity is derived to be σ PI = 2.9 × 10 −5
Jy beam −1 . The 1σ error of the polarization angle is derived to be ∼ 2.5
• on average. The error of the polarization angle is taken from the CASA guide 1 and is calculated as
(1) The polarization fraction (P frac = P I/I) is derived only where the detection is above the threshold 3σ PI .
3. RESULTS Figure 1 shows the total intensity (Stokes I) map of the circumstellar disk around HD 142527, showing the horseshoe-like structure, which has been reported in the previous studies (Casassus et al. 2013; Fukagawa et al. 2013; Casassus et al. 2015; Boehler et al. 2017 ). There are two local peaks at P.A. = 32
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• and 319
• in the northern region, and the minimum intensity on the ridge is found at P.A. = 230
• in the southwestern region. The position angle is measured counterclockwise (east) from North. The directions of the local peaks and the minimum intensity are shown in Figure 1 . The total flux is derived to be 3.0 Jy, which is consistent with the previous study . Boehler et al. (2017) reported a compact source inside the dust cavity at ∼ 50 au North from the primary star. However, we find no such source in the cavity. The high resolution image shown in Appendix A also shows no source in the cavity. The compact source inside the cavity may be noise emission as our observations have better spatial resolution (a beam size of 0. 27×0. 24) and better sensitivity (a rms of ∼ 43 µJy beam −1 ) compared with those of Boehler et al. (2017) , where the beam size was 0. 27 × 0. 31 and the rms value was ∼ 115 µJy beam −1 . The polarized intensity shows not only a ring-like distribution but also an additional component outside the ring in the northern region. The polarization vectors on the ring point in radial directions, whereas those outside the northern ring point in azimuthal directions. These structures and the flip of the polarization vectors are previously reported by K16b. We resolve the ring structure of the polarized intensity and clearly observe the flip of the polarization vectors because the spatial resolution of the new data is twice that of previous data. The flip is found from P.A. ∼ 250
• to 90 • (in a counterclockwise direction). We note that the flip of the polarization vectors appears only in the northern region of the horseshoe structure. The southern region only shows polarization vectors pointing in radial directions. We also find that the polarized intensity distribution in the southern region is proportional to the total intensity distribution. This was not found by K16b due to the lower spatial resolution of their data.
To compare the total intensity and polarized intensity profiles, and show the flip of the polarization angles clearly, we plot the total intensity, polarized intensity, and polarization angle as a function of the radial cut , the total intensity distribution has a single peak and the polarized intensity distribution shows a double-peak profile. The inner peaks of the polarized intensity are four times brighter than the outer peaks. The local minima of the polarized intensity coincide with the peaks in the total intensity where high • at or just outside the total intensity peaks. The 90
• flip of the polarization angle occurs sharply, and no polarization vectors point in intermediate directions. In the northeast profile (Figure 3 ), we cannot resolve the boundary region where the flip occurs, indicating that the flip of the polarization vectors occurs at a scale that is smaller than the beam size. In the northwest profile (Figure 4 ), we find that the flip of the polarization vectors has a gap of ∼ 20 au, where no polarization is detected.
Along the radial cut that includes the minimum intensity on the ridge toward P.A. = 230 ± 2
• ( Figure 5 ), the total intensity and polarized intensity distributions show quite similar (Gaussian-like) profiles. The polarization angle is constant, around ∼ 50
• in the region r = 120 − 300 au. The 90
• flip of the polarization vector is not found in this radial cut.
Figure 2 also shows the polarization fraction distribution. We are unable to determine the polarization fraction at the local continuum peaks because no polarization is detected at these local peaks. A high polarization fraction of ∼ 15% is found in the minimum intensity region (P.A. ∼ 230
• ). This high polarization fraction in the southern region was previously reported by K16b.
Our observations support these results at higher spatial resolution.
At the position of the star, the continuum emission from the inner disk is detected with a peak intensity of 4.4 mJy beam −1 even though it is still spatially unresolved. However, no polarization is detected in this region. We calculate the upper limit of the polarization fraction to be ∼ 2.0% by assuming a polarized intensity of 87 µJy beam −1 , corresponding to the 3σ noise level of the polarized emission.
Dependence on Spatial Resolution
We compare our high spatial resolution data with data previously reported by K16b to investigate the consistency and dependence on spatial resolution. Figure 6 shows the Stokes I, Q, and U images based on our data and previous data, respectively. The color magnitudes are scaled to indicate the same intensity in both data sets. The Stokes I, Q, and U images based on the two observations look similar. However, the disk structure is resolved more clearly with the new data thanks to their better spatial resolution. For example, we identify a cavity hole inside the outer disk in the Stokes I image; this cavity unclear and diluted by the larger beam in the image based on previous data.
The Stokes Q and U change their signs along the radial direction in the northern disk, which corresponds to the flip of the polarization vectors. In the northeast direction of the Stokes U map, the location of the flip, i.e., where the Stokes Q and U vanish, cannot be resolved even with the new data, and the location of the boundary is slightly different from that obtained using previous data. The images based on new data show that the boundary is located ∼ 10 au inside closer to the center compared to that in the images based on previous data. As a result, the flip of the polarization vectors occurs at smaller radii in our observations. The difference in the location of the boundary between the previous and new data is caused by the beam smoothing effect since the Q and U values change from positive to negative with increasing radius. The shape and the boundary region are changed by the beam smoothing effect. At P.A. = 32
• in the U maps, the positive and negative peaks of our data are almost two times higher than those of the previous data after the intensity is corrected for beam size. These results suggest that beam dilution occurred in previous observations and may also affect our observations.
In the southern region, the sign of the Stokes Q or U does not change along radial directions from the central position, and there is no flip of the polarization vector. At P.A. = 230
• in the U maps, the positive peak of our data is 1.5 times higher than that of the previous Figure 6 . ALMA observations of the Stokes parameters of I, Q, and U. The upper and lower panels show images based on our data and data used by K16b, respectively. The color magnitudes are scaled to indicate the same intensity in both data sets.
data after the intensity is corrected for beam size. The southern region may be less affected by beam dilution than the northern region.
Here, we compare the polarization fraction for our observations with that for the previous observations to investigate the depolarization effect and the dependence of the polarization fraction on the spatial resolution. In general, larger beam observations yield a lower polarization fraction if the polarization direction varies within the beam (depolarization effect).
The polarized intensity and polarization fraction are useful to investigate the depolarization effect. We derive the polarized intensity from the Stokes Q and U values. In order to make the polarized intensity for our observations the same as that for the previous observations, the Stokes Q and U images of our data need to be smoothed to match those of the previous data. Then, the polarized intensity should be derived from the smoothed Stokes Q and U data. If the polarized intensity of our data (P I = Q 2 + U 2 ) is smoothed to match that of the previous data, the smoothed polarized intensity of our data may give different values from that of the previous data because the polarized intensity is the combination of the Stokes Q and U values, and is always a positive quantity. Only if the polarization pattern has a uniform distribution or is fully resolved by the previous observations (the depolarization does not happen), the smoothed polarized intensity is the same as that of the previous data. Therefore, it is possible to determine whether the polarization pattern was fully re-solved by the previous observation by deriving the ratio of the polarization fraction.
To assess the depolarization effect, the polarized intensity (P I = Q 2 + U 2 ) and the total intensity of our data are smoothed to match those of the previous data. The polarization fraction is derived by using the smoothed polarized and total intensity data. Then, we calculate the ratio of the polarization fraction for our high resolution data to that for the previous data. We confirm that the polarization fraction is consistent within ∼ 30% between our data and previous data if the polarized intensity is derived from the Stokes Q and U data which are smoothed to those of the previous data. Figure 7 . Ratio of the polarization fraction for our observations to that for previous observations, done by K16b, colorcoded on a logarithmic scale. Our observations are analyzed with a broadened beam to make the angular resolution the same as that of K16b. The beamsize (0. 51 × 0. 44) is shown by the filled ellipse in the bottom left corner. The contours correspond to (10, 50, 100, 500, 1000, 1500) × σI , where σI is 185 µJy beam −1 . Figure 7 shows the ratio for the polarization fraction of our high resolution data (smoothed to the previous beam size) to that for the previous data. In the northern region, where the flip is found, the ratio of the polarization fraction is 0.4 on a logarithmic scale ( 2.5 on a linear scale), indicating that our high resolution observations resolve the change of the polarization angles and give the correct polarized intensity. In contrast, the previous observations exhibit a depolarization effect due to the larger beam size, leading to a reduced polarization fraction. In the whole region excepting for the part where the flip is found, the ratio is almost unity, which indicates that the patterns of the polarization vectors are ordered and were resolved by the previous observations. Therefore, the polarization patterns are correctly observed without the depolarization effect in both our data and previous data excepting for the region where the flip is found. Observations with higher spatial resolution may be important for the part where the flip is found. We also derive the ratio of the polarization fraction for our high resolution data without smoothing to that for the previous data. Using this ratio, we investigate the dependence of the polarization fraction on the spatial resolution. Figure 8 shows the ratio of the polarization fraction for our high resolution data to that for the previous data. In the northern region, the variation of the ratios is ±0.6 on a logarithmic scale ( 4 on a linear scale). In particular, the local peaks in the total intensity map have large variations because the polarized intensity drops at these peaks. In addition, the inner edge of the northern region of the disk shows a high ratio of the polarization fractions. These results indicate that the polarization fractions are not constant over the beam size range of ∼ 0. 2 − 0. 5.
The variations of the ratio at the continuum peak can be explained by the depolarization effect and the high optical depth. The high ratio of the polarization fractions is explained by the depolarization effect, as shown in Figure 7 . The low ratio of the polarization frac-tions at the peak shown in Figure 8 may be due to the high optical depth. Polarization from self-scattering and that from radiative grain alignment are both caused by anisotropic radiation. Therefore, the polarization fraction in opaque regions decreases with optical depth because the radiation field becomes isotropic due to multiple scattering and absorption. The polarization of the grain alignment with magnetic fields also decreases with optical depth because the radiation gradients are important for grain alignment. The previous observations did not resolve the high optical depth regions and the polarization fraction was smoothed. In contrast, our high resolution observations identify the region where the polarized intensity drops. Therefore, we find the low ratio in these regions because of the high optical depth and the high spatial resolution. Yang et al. (2017) discussed the effect of optical depth for both self-scattering and grain alignment assuming an inclination angle of 45
• . They showed that with self-scattering, polarization decreases with optical depth once τ 1 (it increases until τ ∼ 1) but it exists even at a high optical depth (τ 4). In contrast, aligned grains cannot produce polarized emission in a high optical depth region. According to these optical depth dependences, the drops of the polarized intensity might prefer the grain alignment. However, they assumed an inclination angle of 45
• . An inclined disk may have caused polarization due to self-scattering even at a high optical depths. In contrast, a face-on disk, such as our target, may produce an isotropic radiation field and the polarization may decrease due to self-scattering. Actually, scattering is suggested to become less dominant with decreasing an inclination (Yang et al. 2016b . Another possibility is that the depolarization occurs at a smaller scale than our high spatial resolution. The polarization may be canceled out by mixing the two orthogonal polarization vectors within the beam size. Therefore, the polarized intensity drops at the position where the flip occurs.
The inner edge of the disk in Figure 8 also shows a high ratio, indicating that the polarization fraction increases with increasing spatial resolution. This may mean that the polarized intensity has a steeper gradient than that of the total intensity, assuming that the total intensity is optically thin at the inner edge. We discuss the dependence of the polarization fraction on spatial resolution in Section 4.2.
DISCUSSION
We discuss the possible mechanisms of the polarization of the protoplanetary disk of HD 142527 in this section. Three mechanisms for polarization in protoplanetary disks have been proposed: (1) grain alignment with magnetic fields (e.g., Cho & Lazarian 2007) , (2) grain alignment with radiation gradients (e.g., Tazaki et al. 2017) , and (3) self-scattering of thermal dust emission (e.g., Kataoka et al. 2015) . These three mechanisms cause different patterns of polarization vectors and polarization degrees, as discussed in the following subsections. We compare the observed polarizations with the polarization predicted by each theory and discuss the polarization mechanisms.
Morphology of Polarization Vectors
We discuss whether the polarization in the disk is due to grain alignment or self-scattering by investigating the distributions of the polarization vectors. Magnetic fields or radiation gradients can determine the direction of grain alignment. Figure 9 shows schematic views of the polarization vectors predicted by self-scattering and grain alignment with magnetic fields in the disk of HD 142527. The theory of radiative grain alignment is discussed later. For self-scattering, Kataoka et al. (2015) ; K16b derived the expected distributions of the polarization vectors in the disk of HD 142527. The flip of the polarization vectors should occur outside the entire disk because the anisotropy of the radiation field changes with radius from the central star (Figure 9−a) . The flip of the polarization vectors in the northern region can be explained by thermal dust scattering. As shown by Figure 3 of K16b, self-scattering predicts that a flip should also occur in the southern region, similar to that in the northern region, because the northern and southern intensity profiles are similar (both Gaussian-like). K16b show that the flip should be detected at r ∼ 1. 2 − 1. 5 due to the changing of the anisotropic radiation field. The anisotropy of the radiation in the disk is calculated by a previous modeling of the continuum emission at the same wavelength . However, no flip is observed in the southern region although a signal-tonoise ratio of the polarized intensity is low. Therefore, it may not be likely that self-scattering is the mechanism responsible for polarization in the southern region.
Another polarization mechanism is grain alignment with magnetic fields. The magnetic fields in protoplanetary disks have been studied using magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) simulations; a toroidal distribution due to magnetorotational instability and differential rotation effects has been reported (e.g., Brandenburg et al. 1995; Fromang & Nelson 2006; Hennebelle & Ciardi 2009; Davis et al. 2010; Bai & Stone 2013; Suzuki & Inutsuka 2014) . Therefore, toroidal magnetic fields in disks are usually assumed to cause aligned polarization vectors due to magnetically aligned grains (e.g., Cho & Lazarian 2007; Bertrang et al. 2017) . If a disk has toroidal magnetic fields, the polarization vectors will point in radial directions (Figure 9−b) .
Figures 10 (a) and (b) show the total intensity and polarized intensity, respectively, as functions of the radius and of the position angle overlaid with the polarization orientations. In these figures, the flip of the polarization vectors occurs in the ranges of P.A. = 0
• − 100 • and P.A. = 270
• − 360
• . The polarized intensity ring can be identified as the bright belt in Figure 10 (b). The polarization vectors on this ring rotate with increasing position angle.
To verify the locations of the flip of the polarization vectors, we calculate the offset angle between the polarization angle and the position angle measured from the central star. We calculate the projected radial directions for each point, where the polarization vectors are plotted assuming an inclination of 27
• and a position angle (the major axis of the disk) of 341
• (Fukagawa et al. 2013) .
We plot the offset of the polarization angle from the radial direction as a function of position angle in Figure 10 (c) . The black dots represent the offsets at pixels where the distance from the central star is less than 1. 0.
The black dots are located in the offset angle between −30
• and 20
• regardless of the position angle, which means that the polarization vectors in the inner region point in radial directions. The red squares represent the offsets at a distance more than 1. 0 from the central star. In the range of P.A. = 110 − 270
• , the red squares are located in the offset angle between −30
• , indicating that the polarization angles are consistent with the radial directions. However, in the ranges of P.A. = 0 − 90
• and P.A. = 270 − 360 • , the red squares are located between −90
• and +90
• , indicating a flip of the polarization vectors.
Taking into account the fact that the polarization angles are consistent with the radial directions in the range of P.A. = 110−270
• , toroidal magnetic fields can explain the polarization vectors in these regions. However, it is unlikely that the magnetic fields rotate by 90
• locally in the range of P.A. = 0 − 90
• and P.A. = 270 − 360
• . The change of the polarization vectors for aligned grains may be possible in the highly optically thick case due to absorption by aligned grains. In this case, the polarization vectors may become parallel to the magnetic field direction Harris et al. 2018 ). However, we find it unlikely that the polarization flip is occurring due to optical depth for HD 142527. For example, polarization vectors at the inner edge of the northern region of the disk point in radial directions, whereas those at the outer edge point in azimuthal directions even though both sides are optically thin. Therefore, the flip of the polarization vectors is not due to the high optical depth in this disk. Lee et al. (2018) also find a change of the polarization vectors toward the young nearly edge-on protostellar disk in HH 111 (early Class I) protostellar system. They suggest that the polarization vectors change by reflecting the different regions of the nearside and farside of the disk. The polarization of the nearside may indicate toroidal magnetic fields, and that of the farside may indicate poloidal magnetic fields. In our case, the disk is almost face-on and the flip of the polarization vectors is found in the northern region. Therefore, magnetic fields are not likely to explain the flip of the polarization vectors in our case.
For radiative grain alignment, no polarization modeling has been performed for the lopsided disk of HD 142527. Therefore, we construct a simple model to discuss the polarization vectors due to grain alignment with radiation gradients. We first briefly summarize the mechanism of grain alignment with radiation gradients proposed by Tazaki et al. (2017) . They calculated the alignment and precession timescales of dust grains and found that large dust grains ( a few 10 µm) are not aligned with the magnetic fields but with the radiation directions because the radiative precession time scale is dominant for grain alignment, and the Larmor precession timescale for grain alignment with magnetic fields becomes longer than the gaseous damping timescale. They found that the alignment axis is determined by the grain precession with respect to the radiative flux, indicating that the grain short axis is parallel to the radiation direction. The polarization vectors of the dust thermal emission are parallel to the grain long axis and perpendicular to the radiation gradient.
Before considering a lopsided disk, we consider a disk with an axisymmetric intensity distribution. Figure 11 shows a schematic view of the polarization vectors with radiative grain alignment. The intensity is assumed to increase toward the center. The flux gradients point in the radial directions, and thus the polarization vectors point in azimuthal directions (i.e., the polarization vectors depend on the flux gradient). Therefore, we can estimate the polarization vectors for radiative grain alignment by determining the radiation direction at each position. We will now discuss polarization for radiative grain alignment in the lopsided disk of HD 142527. To investigate the distribution of the polarization vectors, we need to know the radiation field at the midplane of the disk because the thermal dust emission at millimeter wavelengths is dominated by emission at the midplane. Tazaki et al. (2017) showed that radiation with a wavelength of 140 µm is efficient in aligning dust grains in the midplane. Therefore, we need to know the radiation field with a wavelength of ∼ 140 µm. However, there is no data with such high spatial resolution (∼ 0. 2) in the ∼ 140 µm wavelength. It is also difficult to see the midplane region with ∼ 140 µm wavelength observations due to the high optical depth. Therefore, we regard the radiation field of 0.87 mm as the radiation field of 140 µm for simplicity. Because both radiation wavelengths are emitted from cold thermal dust, we expect that the radiation fields of these wavelengths are similar; however, the emission of 140 µm is optically thicker than 0.87-mm emission.
We calculate the projected intensity gradients at each pixel above the 10σ noise level in the continuum image (Figure 1 ). This analysis is similar to that done by Koch et al. (2012) . First, we find the pixel where F ν × r −2 is a maximum within the image. Then, we calculate the gradients from the maximum pixel and define the direction to be that from the brightest pixel to the pixel of interest. Finally, we calculate the polarization vectors by rotating the gradient directions by 90
• because the radiative grain alignment theory states that the grains are aligned with their short axis parallel to the radiation direction and the polarization vectors are perpendicular to the radiation gradients. Note that this calculation takes into account both inclinations of disk and dust grains because the inclined disk parallel to the dust grains is applied to the radiation field. However, it does not take into account that grains are spinning. Spinning grains may not be important for this model since the disk is almost face-on. We show some models of the polarization vectors predicated by radiative grain alignment without the weighting of the distance in Appendix B.
Figure 12 plots our model of the polarization vectors produced by grain alignment with radiation gradients and the comparison between the model and the observations. The model shows that the polarization vectors are parallel to the contour lines of the continuum, which is naturally expected because we assume that the polarization vectors are perpendicular to the flux gradients. The model shows polarization vectors pointing in radial directions at the ridge of the disk and azimuthal directions in the inner and outer edge regions. Although the polarization vectors in the northern continuum peak regions are uncertain because of the high optical depth, the model does not match the observed polarization vectors. For example, the model predicts the polarization vectors pointing in azimuthal directions in the inner edge of the northern region of the disk, whereas the observations show the polarization vectors pointing in radial directions. Therefore, the northern flip is unlikely due to radiative grain alignment. We also find that the model cannot explain the radial directions of the polarization vectors in the southern region.
Polarization Fraction
In this section, we discuss the polarization fraction and investigate the possible mechanisms of the observed polarization.
According to the self-scattering theory, thermal dust emission can be scattered by an anisotropic radiation field of dust grains. The polarization fraction increases with the anisotropy of the radiation field even if the energy density of the radiation field is low (see Figure  13) , indicating that the polarization fraction is not de-termined by the total energy density of the radiation field but by the degree of anisotropy of the radiation field. Therefore, shallower (steeper) intensity variations cause lower (higher) polarization fractions. If the intensity distribution has variations within the beam size, the polarization fraction will be reduced. In other words, observations with a larger beam may show a lower polarization fraction due to intensity dilution. Figure 13 . Schematic view of polarization caused by selfscattering. Anisotropic radiation increases the polarization fraction (Kataoka et al. 2015 ).
In the case of grain alignment, the polarization fraction may not be sensitive to intensity variations, unlike the case for self-scattering. Tazaki et al. (2017) investigate the polarization fraction for a disk with an axisymmetric intensity distribution using radiative grain alignment theory. They found that the polarization fraction depends on the maximum grain size a max , axis ratios, shape, and optical properties of dust grains. Cho & Lazarian (2007) study grain alignment with magnetic fields within a disk and found that the polarization fraction is sensitive to the size distribution of dust grains in the disk.
To investigate the variation of the polarization fraction, we perform Gaussian fittings to the radial profiles (Figure 3−5) of the total intensity and polarized intensity and examine the differences in the distributions. For the polarized intensity distributions in the northern region (Figures 3 and 4) , we only fit the data outside the local peaks where the radius is r 120 au or r 230 au in order to avoid the optical depth effect.
The full width half maximum (FWHM) of the total intensity and polarized intensity profiles are 73 ± 1 au and 64 ± 2 au in Figure 3 , 76 ± 1 au and 68 ± 2 au in Figure 4 , and 76 ± 1 au and 74 ± 1 au in Figure 5 , respectively.
These results indicate that the distributions of the total intensity are shallower than those of the polarized intensity in the northern region. Using observations with different spatial resolutions, the polarization fractions derived from synthesized images will also be different because of the difference in radial profiles between the total and polarized intensities. In contrast, the FWHMs for the southern region profiles of the total intensity and polarized intensity are almost the same. Therefore, the polarization fraction does not depend on the spatial resolution. Figure 8 shows that the polarization fraction depends on the spatial resolution and that there is a large variation of the ratio in the northern region. In the selfscattering theory, high ratios at the inner edge indicate steep intensity gradients; these gradients may not have been resolved by our observations. The grain alignment with magnetic fields and radiation gradients theories do not predict variations of the polarization fraction on beam sizes assuming the curvature is sufficiently resolved. Therefore, the self-scattering may be preferred at least in the inner edge of the north part of the disk. However, it is possible that the polarization fraction increases with increasing spatial resolution if the polarization has non-uniform patterns. Therefore, we cannot rule out the grain alignment theories.
In contrast, the polarization fraction ratio for the southern region is almost unity and does not depend on the spatial resolution. The constant value of the polarization fraction on the spatial resolution may indicate that self-scattering is unlikely in the southern region or that the previous observations already resolved the intensity distribution in the southern region.
As shown in Figure 2 , we derive the polarization fraction in the southern region to be as high as ∼ 15%, which is consistent with the value ( 10%) predicted with grain alignment with magnetic fields in a resolved disk (Cho & Lazarian 2007) . Bertrang et al. (2017) recently performed three-dimensional radiative transfer simulations of polarized emission from dust grains aligned with magnetic fields. They also reported a polarization fraction of ∼ 10% in toroidal magnetic fields. Therefore, grain alignment with magnetic fields in the southern region of the disk is a reasonable explanation for the observed polarization. In contrast, such a high polarization fraction is not expected with self-scattering since the polarization degree is determined by the degree of anisotropy of the radiation field. A maximum polarization fraction of ∼ 3% was calculated by K16b with the assumption of density contrast for the HD 142527 disk. However, a polarization fraction in self-scattering may increase with increasing the axis ratio of dust grains (Yang et al. 2016b ).
Polarization in HD 142527
We discussed the possible mechanisms for the polarization in the view of the morphology of the polarization vectors in Section 4.1 and the polarization fraction in Section 4.2. In this section, we consider what causes the polarization in this disk and what kind of dust distribution model is necessary.
We summarize the possibilities of the three polarization mechanisms in the northern and southern regions in Table 1 . It is likely that the self-scattering theory is consistent with the observations in the northern region because the flip of the polarization vectors sharply occurs outside the northern disk. In contrast, grain alignment with magnetic fields is more likely in the southern region because no flip is found there. Toroidal magnetic fields are likely to explain the radial directions of the polarization vectors, at least in the southern region. Selfscattering is less likely but cannot be fully ruled out because it might be possible that a flip is detected outside of the disk in the southern region with high sensitivity observations and because the high polarization fraction may be explained by the axis ratio of dust grains. Radiative grain alignment is unlikely either in the northern or southern region as the model of radiative grain alignment does not fit well with the observations, as shown in Section 4.1.
To explain the difference in the polarization mechanism between the northern and southern regions, we discuss the differences in the dust size distribution between these two regions. In general, lopsided disks are explained by dust concentration (e.g., Birnstiel et al. 2013) ; this applies to the disk of HD 142527 Boehler et al. 2017) . A gas pressure bump traps dust particles (Pinilla et al. 2012; Birnstiel et al. 2013; Lyra & Lin 2013) . In particular, Birnstiel et al. (2013) show that the largest grains (∼ cm) are efficiently trapped near the pressure maximum. The grain size is possibly as large as a centimeter in the northern region and smaller in the southern region.
The lopsided disk suggests that the grain size is on the scale of a centimeter, whereas polarization due to selfscattering at a 0.87-mm wavelength indicates that the grain size should be ∼ 150 µm (Kataoka et al. 2015) . To understand this difference in size estimations, we consider the vertical structures. Taking into account ALMA studies that showed the northern region is optically thick (τ 2) (Fukagawa et al. 2013; , the polarized emission may come from a relatively upper layer of the disk. It is possible that the photosphere (a region where τ = 1) is located at a layer with a dust grain size of ∼ 150 µm and that larger grains settle in the midplane (Dubrulle et al. 1995; Youdin & Lithwick 2007) . In this case, the grain size may be larger than 150 µm at the midplane.
As another explanation, the fluffy structure of dust including porosity may explain the scattering efficiency inferred from the polarization observations as well as the flat spectral index (K16b). Fluffy dust with a filling factor of 10 −4 has large scattering opacity (Kataoka et al. 2013 (Kataoka et al. , 2014 Tazaki et al. 2016) , and its scattering efficiency is much higher than that for compact dust (K16b). In this case, grains with porous and massive aggregates dominate the thermal dust emission, and settle in the midplane. They may account for the scattering at millimeter wavelengths even though the aggregate radius is much larger than the wavelength. Then, we may detect polarization due to self-scattering at a 0.87-mm wavelength.
In contrast, the thermal dust emission in the southern region, where the polarization is consistent with grain alignment with magnetic fields, may be dominated by small dust grains. Tazaki et al. (2017) show that small grains, around 10 microns in size, can align with magnetic fields if they have supermagnetic inclusions and/or the magnetic fields are strong. Small dust grains produce almost no polarization due to self-scattering. Therefore, the polarization in the southern region may be due to small grains (at least 100 µm) aligned with magnetic fields. A schematic diagram of the dust distributions is shown in Figure 14 .
The toroidal magnetic fields are likely to explain the southern distribution of the polarization vectors as described in Section 4.1. We plot the magnetic fields distribution in Figure 15 by rotating the polarization vectors by 90
• . The magnetic fields are toroidal in the southern part. The northern region does not show magnetic fields because the polarization there is not produced by grain alignment with magnetic fields. Muto et al. (2015) showed that the density contrast between the northern and southern regions is ∼ 70 assuming a maximum dust grain size of 1 mm. Soon et al. (2017) derived the contrast of about 40 by reducing the dust scattering opacity in the northern region to fit the intensity profile. However, if the dust grain size is as small as a micron in the southern region, the dust opacity should be lower, indicating that these surface density contrasts were overestimated. Ricci et al. Grain alignment with radiation gradients unlikely unlikely Figure 14 . Schematic diagram of the disk around HD 142527. The gray-scale intensity represents the lopsided intensity distribution of the disk. The regions outlined in red and blue are the polarized regions due to self-scattering and grain alignment with toroidal magnetic fields, respectively. These different polarization mechanisms can be explained by the different grain size distributions.
(2010) reported that the dust opacity varies by a factor of at most ∼ 5 for a dust grain size in sub-micron to millimeter range. Therefore, the density contrast would be 5 times lower than 40 − 70 assuming a maximum dust grain size of ∼ microns in the southern region. Thus, the intensity contrast between the northern and southern regions cannot be explained by only the dust opacity variation with grain size. The surface density contrast is still needed to explain the horseshoe-like structure of the continuum emission.
Future Prospects
Our results demonstrate that magnetic fields can be found based on millimeter polarization even in protoplanetary disks if thermal emission is dominated by small dust grains. However, it is very important to estimate the dust grain size properly, and investigate further the condition of grain alignment with magnetic fields using theoretical/numerical calculations. In the future, we distinguish the polarization caused by scattering from that caused by grain alignment by observing multiple millimeter wavelengths, because self-scattering depends on the observation wavelength. Alves et al. • from dust polarization. The contours are the same as those in Figure 1 . The northern region does not show magnetic fields because the polarization there is not produced by grain alignment with magnetic fields.
(2018) have investigated multi-frequency polarization of a circumbinary disk around a Class I source with ALMA Band 3, 6, and 7 observations. They have shown that polarization patterns remarkably consistent among all three bands and have indicated that polarization in this source is produced by magnetic fields. According to these results, we predict that the polarization will not significantly change in the southern region for other millimeter wavelengths. We also predict that the polarization vectors will probably change in the northern region with longer-wavelength (e.g., 3 mm) polarization observations because radiative grain alignment will be efficient at such wavelengths. If the 3-mm continuum emission is optically thin and the maximum grain size is as large as 500 µm in the northern region, the polarization will be caused by a combination of self-scattering and radiative grain alignment.
The possibility of mechanical grain alignment also needs to be discussed. In this paper, we do not investigate this mechanism because no polarization model for mechanical grain alignment has been studied in protoplanetary disks. Further studies of the mechanical grain alignment theory are needed.
An inclined disk has been inferred in the inner disk . We expect that self-scatteredpolarized emission from the inner disk will be detected because the inclined disk produces an anisotropic radiation field. Therefore, we may be able to measure the inclination of the inner disk from the distributions of the polarization vectors with higher sensitivity and spatial resolution.
CONCLUSION
The polarization mechanisms at millimeter wavelengths have been proposed: (1) grain alignment with magnetic fields, (2) grain alignment with radiation gradients, and (3) self-scattering of thermal dust emission. Aiming to identify these mechanisms in the protoplanetary disks, we presented ALMA polarization observations of the 0.87-mm dust continuum toward the circumstellar disk around HD 142527. Our ALMA polarization observations were performed with a resolution of 0. 27 × 0. 24, corresponding to a spatial resolution of ∼ 38 × 34 au, assuming a distance of 156 pc (Gaia Collaboration). Our main results are summarized as follows.
1. We found that the polarized intensity exhibits a ring-like structure and that the polarization vectors mainly point in radial directions on this ring. Polarization vectors pointing in azimuthal directions were found outside the northern region. This flip of the polarization vectors from radial to azimuthal directions can be explained by the self-scattering of thermal dust emission, as shown by K16b.
2. We compared our high spatial resolution data with the previous data reported by K16b. The Stokes I, Q, and U images based on the two observations looked similar. However, our high spatial resolution data identified the region where the polarization intensity drops and the flip occurs more clearly. We found that the polarization fraction increases with increasing spatial resolution in the inner edge of the northern region of the disk.
3. We detected an inner circumbinary disk in the Stokes I emission. We did not detect polarization, indicating an upper limit of the polarization fraction of ∼ 2.0% from the 3σ noise level.
4. We discussed whether the polarization in the disk is due to grain alignment or self-scattering by investigating the morphology of the polarization vectors. We found that the flip of the polarization vectors in the northern region can be explained by self-scattering, while the radial distributions of the polarization vectors in the southern region are likely explained by grain alignment with toroidal magnetic fields. Self-scattering is less likely but cannot be fully ruled out in the southern region. We constructed the simple model of the polarization vectors for radiative grain alignment. However, the model does not fit well with the observations. 5. We found the polarization fraction in the southern region to be as high as ∼ 15%. This is consistent with the value ( 10%) predicted by grain alignment with magnetic fields. In contrast, self-scattering is difficult to explain such a high polarization fraction since polarization degree is determined by the degree of the anisotropy of the radiation field. However, it may be possible that a polarization fraction in self-scattering increases with increasing the axis ratio of dust grains. 6. To explain the different polarization mechanisms between the northern and southern region, we discussed the differences of the dust grain size. Small dust grains ( 100 micron) are dominant and aligned with the magnetic fields in the southern region, while middle-sized (∼ 100 micron) grains in the upper layer emit the selfscattered polarized emission in the northern region. The grain size near the middle plane in the northern region cannot be measured because the emission at 0.87 mm is optically thick. However, it can be speculated that larger dust grains ( cm) may accumulate near the middle plane due to the dust trap. We showed that the magnetic fields are toroidal at least in the southern region.
As future prospects, we will distinguish the polarization caused by self-scattering from that caused by grain alignment by observing multiple millimeter wavelengths because self-scattering depends on the observation wavelength. We predict that polarization will not significantly change in the southern region for other millimeter wavelengths and that it will probably change in the northern region.
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• and P.A. = 230
• , which might represent changes in the dust distribution at these positions. Christiaens et al. (2014) identified spiral arms from ALMA observations of 12 CO J = 2−1, 12 CO J = 3−2, and 13 CO J = 2 − 1 lines. The innermost spiral arm seems to continue to the outer disk. Therefore, we investigate the connection between the innermost spiral arm and the disk using ALMA archival data. Figure 18 shows the peak intensity map for the CO J = 3 − 2 line overlaid with the continuum emission. The black spiral represents the innermost spiral identified by Christiaens et al. (2014) . A similar spiral arm was reported from near-infrared (NIR) observations (e.g., Fukagawa et al. 2006; Casassus et al. 2012; Rameau et al. 2012; Canovas et al. 2013; Avenhaus et al. 2014 ) and the CO spiral arm has been suggested to be part of the same structure. Because the spiral arm continues to P.A. = 180
• in the NIR spectrum, the spiral arm is likely to be connected to the southern region of the disk. Therefore, the features of the lopsided intensity distribution may be affected by the dynamic motion of this spiral arm.
B. POLARIZATION VECTORS WITH THE RADIATIVE GRAIN ALIGNMENT
In Section 4.2, we show the polarization vectors predicted by radiative grain alignment (see Figure 12) . The radiation flux is weighted by the square of the distance because flux decreases with r −2 . In this appendix, we show the polarization vectors predicted by radiative grain alignment without the weighting of the distance. Figures 19 − 21 show radiative grain alignment for three searching radii: 1× beam size, 3× beam size, and 10× beam size. The searching radius is the region where the radiation is taken into account for calculating the gradient. These figures allow us to find the dominant radiation area for the polarization with radiative grain alignment. Figure 19 , with a searching radius of 1× beam size, is mostly similar to Figure 12 , indicating that the nearby radiation affects the polarization. Figure 20 , with a searching radius of 3× beam size, shows azimuthal directions around the dust local peaks. Figure  21 , with a searching radius of 10× beam size, shows the azimuthal direction around the dust peak position because the radiation mainly comes from the peak intensity position without the weighting of the distance. Figure 18 . Color map of the CO J = 3 − 2 peak intensity overlaid with the innermost spiral arm from Christiaens et al. (2014) . The contours are the same as those in Figure 16 
